**Mainstage**

**THE FISCHER FAMILY**
By Tony Kushner | Directed by Tony Speciale | Now–Oct 6

"A TIMELY, TERRIFICALLY FUNNY PLAY." — Variety

"BRILLIANT AND BREATHTAKING!" — Calvin Wilson, St. Louis Post-Dispatch

"THE CAST IS PHENOMENAL!" — Kevin Brackett, ReviewSTL

"IT WILL LEAVE YOU IN AWE!" — Lynn Venhaus, St. Louis Limelight

Tony and Pulitzer winning play

**ANGELS IN AMERICA**
By Tony Kushner | Directed by Tony Speciale | Now–Oct 6

"BRILLIANT AND BREATHTAKING!" — Calvin Wilson, St. Louis Post-Dispatch

"THE CAST IS PHENOMENAL!" — Kevin Brackett, ReviewSTL

"IT WILL LEAVE YOU IN AWE!" — Lynn Venhaus, St. Louis Limelight

Tony and Pulitzer winning play

**THE LIFESPAN OF A FACT**
By Jeremy Kareken, David Murrell and Gordon Farrell | Oct 16–Nov 10

"A TIMELY, TERRIFICALLY FUNNY PLAY." — Variety

"BRILLIANT AND BREATHTAKING!" — Calvin Wilson, St. Louis Post-Dispatch

"THE CAST IS PHENOMENAL!" — Kevin Brackett, ReviewSTL

"IT WILL LEAVE YOU IN AWE!" — Lynn Venhaus, St. Louis Limelight

Tony and Pulitzer winning play

Studio

**FEEDING BEATRICE**
A Gothic Tale
By Kirsten Greenidge | Oct 30–Nov 17
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